ENGLISH (03 SEPTEMBER 2018)
SPOT THE ERROR

IMPROVEMENT OF SENTENCE
1.

They traced the source of water hundreds of miles to the south, in
which reduced sea ice has left the surface ocean more exposure to
summer solar warming.
Answer(A) They traced the source to water
(B) where reduced sea ice
(C) more exposed to summer solar warming

6.

IMPROVEMENT OF SENTENCE
7.

SPOT THE ERROR
2.

NASA has set to launch the most advanced laser instrument of its
kind in to the space next month, to measure the changes in the
height of Earth’s polar ice in unprecedented detail.
Answer- NASA is set

IMPROVEMENT OF SENTENCE
3.

9.

Warmer water that originated hundreds of miles away has
penetrated deep in the interior of the Arctic, researchers found.
Answer- penetrated deep into

ATLAS required for us to develop new technologies to get the
measurement need by scientists to advanced the research.
Answer(A) us to develop new technologies
(B) get the measurement needed
(C) advance the research

SPOT THE ERROR

IMPROVEMENT OF SENTENCE
5.

New observational technologies of ICESat-2 — a top
recommendation of the scientific community in NASA’s first
Earth science decadal survey will advance our knowledge of how
the ice sheets of Greenland and Antarctica contribute to sea level
rise.
Answer- The new observational technologies

IMPROVEMENT OF SENTENCE

SPOT THE ERROR
4.

The diaphragm is a dome-shaped muscle, who separates a chest
and abdominal cavities, and plays a dual roles.
Answer(A) dome-shaped muscle, which
(B) the chest and abdominal
(C) and plays a dual role

SPOT THE ERROR
8.

The Ice, Cloud and land Elevation Satellite-2 (ICESat-2) will be
measure the average annual elevation change of land ice to cover
Greenland and Antarctica to with the width of a pencil, capturing
60,000 measurements every second.
Answer(A) will measure the average annual
(B) covering Greenland and Antarctica
(C) within the width of a pencil

Until we fully harness the power of diaphragmatic breathing, we
will remain expose to inefficiency of movement and ineffective
rehabilitation from pain and injuries.
Answer- remain exposed

Health, fitness and diet go together as black and white, so it’s
relatively easier to link the three when you watch the amazing
benefits they have, when put in place correctly.
Answer(A) like black and white
(B) it’s relatively easy to link the three
(C) see the amazing benefits

10.

While Kerala may be still reeling after its mass-scale floods which
shook the entire state and left a high-death toll and thousands
displaced, another state is also going through the same tragedy.
Answer- No error
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